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Description of the system

• The system is a 10x10 2D lattice. Each node in the lattice represents a state, which can be excited.

• Excitation can propagate the lattice by hopping between two adjacent nodes with the corresponding transfer 
rate.

• Excitation may also be relaxed into the environment with dissipation rates kr or ktrap depending on the node.

• Transfer rates, dissipation rates and number of red states are taken from random distributions. Here are listed 
bounds for the parameters:

khop = (0,005 – 0,04)
1

𝑝𝑠
;  kr = 0,0002

1

𝑝𝑠
;  ktrap = (0,0002 – 0,02)

1

𝑝𝑠
;  kBD = (3,3 ∙ 10-5 – 0,04)

1

𝑝𝑠
;  nr = 0,5 – 15.

• After initially exciting the whole lattice, using Pauli Master equations
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kr , if i ∈ bright;

ktrap , if i ∈ dark.

we can calculate the dynamics of the lattice. Averaging through 1000 realizations, we plot the averaged             
dynamics of the lattice.

• We also fit averaged dynamics using differential evolution algorithm with the sum of two stretched exponents 
function:
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𝐹

• Average fitting MSE (mean squared error) is 1,7697∙ 10-5
.

Neural network description

After generating thousands of samples, we can train a neural network to guess the dynamics of the system, 
based on the excitation transfer rates, dissipation rates or number of the red states.

For these experiments, we used kRG, khop, ktrap, nr (average number of red states per realization) as the input 
parameters and fitting coefficients A, B, C, D ,E ,F as the outputs.

The model was a sequential 9-layer neural network with batch normalization layers and ReLu activation 
functions. For the optimizer we used Adam.

Every model was trained for 100 epochs.  The dataset consisted of 18000 samples, 85% of the data was used 
in training and 15% in testing. Training time ≈ 1,5 hours per model.

The most accurate results were achieved when we defined the loss function as the sum of MSE loss between 

NN predicted curve/fitted curve and calculated dynamics/NN predicted curve.

Conclusions

• Neural network predictions give similar accuracy to classical description of 2D electron excitation system 
dynamics.

• Having a pretrained model allows fast (≈ 1s) predictions compared to classical calculations (≈ 3min for 
10x10 lattice with 1000 realizations).

• It is better to define the loss function as a difference between curves rather than coefficients.

• For this model the best function to fit the averaged dynamics for neural network training is the sum of 2 
stretched exponents.

• Neural network is able to adapt to the variation of the lattice model parameters.

Loss function
fit curve vs 

NN_predictions curve

calculated_dynamics vs 

NN_predictions curve

MSE(fitted_coefficients, predictions ) 1,84473 ∙ 10
-2

1,85042 ∙ 10
-2

MSE(f(fitted_coefficients), f(predictions) ) 7,47040 ∙ 10
-4

7,42151 ∙ 10
-4

MSE(calculated_dynamics, f(predictions) ) 1,68365 ∙ 10-4 1,92955 ∙ 10-4

MSE(f(fitted_coefficients) , f(predictions) ) + 

MSE(calculated_dynamics , f(predictions) )
9,7662 ∙ 10

-5
1,20927 ∙ 10

-4

MSE(f(fitted_coefficients), f(predictions) ) 

with 10x data size
3,09071 ∙ 10

-5
5,93567 ∙ 10

-5

Fig. 2 Examples of NN trained with summed MSE loss between fitted curve and predicted curve. This is an 
example of accurate neural network predictions.

Fig. 1 Examples of NN trained with MSE(fitted_coefficients, predictions) loss predictions compared to calculated 
dynamics and fitted curve. This also serves as an example of inaccurate neural network predictions.

Fig. 3 Testing the neural network adaptability to one of the lattice model 
parameters variation. This was done by locking in the values of 3 out of the 4 
lattice parameters and variating the remaining parameter in a chosen interval. 
The MSE between predicted kinetics and calculated kinetics is plotted on the 
vertical axis.


